201016396
Angela Polancobrito
On August 21, 2010, a crowd gathered as police arrested an individual near a restaurant in the
Bronx. The officers involved in the arrest called for assistance. A woman was walking home from
grocery shopping and whose leg was in a brace from recent surgery walked past the restaurant. PO
Polancabrito, who had responded to the request for additional officers, told the woman to leave the
area. The woman said that she had a leg brace on and could not move faster and that she was not
involved in the original arrest. PO Polancobrito then struck the woman with her baton multiple
times, and she and another officer took the woman to the ground and handcuffed her. She was
taken to the precinct and given a summons for disorderly conduct.
In her CCRB Interview, PO Polancabrito stated that when the woman was asked to leave, she had
jumped onto the back of another officer and was hanging on to the officer’s shoulders. PO
Polancabrito stated that she had arrested the woman but denied striking her with her nightstick.
When shown security camera footage showing her strike the woman with the baton and showing
that the woman had not jumped on anyone’s back, PO Polancabrito stated that “I can’t even see my
face . . . if that’s me.”
The CCRB substantiated allegations that PO Polancabrito had struck the woman with her nightstick
and issued a retaliatory summons. It also found that she made a false official statement in her CCRB
interview.
The NYPD suspended PO Polancabrito for 32 days and docked her 20 vacation days. PO
Polancabrito has since been promoted to the Warrants Squad.
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1. POF Angela Polancobrito

04956

§ 87(2)(b)
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2. POM Rafael Colon

09125

§ 87(2)(b)

046 PCT

3. POM Steven Eromenok

15515

§ 87(2)(b)

046 PCT
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046 PCT
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046 PCT
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00000

§ 87(2)(b)

DB BX

01980
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046 PCT
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05380

§ 87(2)(b)

046 PCT

4. POM Christophe Vega

30311

§ 87(2)(b)

046 PCT

24420

§ 87(2)(b)

046 PCT

6. POM Ajish Joy

03562

§ 87(2)(b)

046 PCT

Officer(s)

Allegation

4. POM Ronald Hobson
5. POM Sabino Guzman

1. LT Joyce Williams
2. SGT Nicole Mcfarlane

5. POM Mark Lopez

A . POF Angela Polancobrito

Investigator Recommendation

Discourtesy: PO Angela Polancobrito spoke obscenely to
A.
at East 188th Street and Webster Avenue and at
the 46th Precinct Stationhouse in the Bronx.

§ 87(2)(g)

Force: PO Angela Polancobrito used physical force against B .
at East 188th Street and Webster Avenue in the
Bronx.

§ 87(2)(g)

Force: PO Angela Polancobrito struck § 87(2)(b)
with an C .
asp at East 188th Street and Webster Avenue in the Bronx.

§ 87(2)(g)

Force: PO Steven Eromenok used physical force against
D.
at East 188th Street and Webster Avenue in the
Bronx.

§ 87(2)(g)

§ 87(2)(b)

B . POF Angela Polancobrito

§ 87(2)(b)

C . POF Angela Polancobrito
D . POM Steven Eromenok

§ 87(2)(b)
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Officer(s)

Allegation

Investigator Recommendation

Force: PO Gypsy Pichardo used physical force against
E.
at East 188th Street and Webster Avenue in the
Bronx.

§ 87(2)(g)

F . POF Angela Polancobrito

Abuse of Authority: PO Angela Polancobrito refused to
provide her name and shield number to § 87(2)(b)
at the
46th Precinct Stationhouse.

F.

§ 87(2)(g)

G . POF Angela Polancobrito

Abuse of Authority: PO Angela Polancobrito threatened to
arrest § 87(2)(b)
at the 46th Precinct Stationhouse.

G.

§ 87(2)(g)

H . POF Angela Polancobrito

Abuse of Authority: PO Angela Polancobrito issued a
summons to § 87(2)(b)
.

H.

§ 87(2)(g)

I . POF Angela Polancobrito

Other: PO Angela Polancobrito intentionally made a false
I.
official statement in violation of Patrol Guide Procedure 203
-08.

E . POM Gypsy Pichardo

§ 87(2)(b)

§ 87(2)(g)

§ 87(4-b), § 87(2)(g)

§ 87(4-b), § 87(2)(g)

§ 87(4-b), § 87(2)(g)

§ 87(4-b), § 87(2)(g)
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At the end of her interview, PO Polancobrito was shown the video of the incident. When
asked if the officer using the baton in the video was her, PO Polancobrito replied, “I can’t even
see my face… if that’s me.” She did not recall if that was her and did not recall if the civilian
§ 87(2)(b)
was
The video did not help her recall anything more about the incident.



Subject Officer: PO STEVEN EROMENOK
§
He is a white male who was 87( years old at the time of the incident. He is 6’2” tall,
weighs 275 pounds and has brown hair and brown eyes.
He is assigned to the 46th Precinct. He worked, in uniform, from 11:15 p.m. on August
20, 2010 until 7:50 a.m. on August 21, 2010. He was assigned to patrol sectors K and P
with PO Lawrence Dunlay in a marked RMP.
Memo Book
PO Eromenok had no memo book entries regarding the incident (encl. 11A – 11D).
CCRB Testimony

PO Steven Eromenok was interviewed at the CCRB on April 20, 2011 (encl. 11E – 11F).
On August 21, 2010 at approximately 7:30 a.m., PO Eromenok and PO Dunlay responded to a
call for additional units and upon arriving there were already a lot of officers there. There were
patches of people in the area who attempted to interfere with the arrests and refused to move
away from the scene. PO Eromenok could not recall the incident that well and did not recall
assisting in arresting anyone. PO Eromenok was shown the video clip of the incident but it did
not refresh his memory. He could not recognize if he was one of the officers in the video.



Subject Officer: PO GYPSY PICHARDO
§
He is a Hispanic male who was 87( years old at the time of the incident. He is 6’4” tall,
weighs 240 pounds and is bald and has green eyes.
He is assigned to the 46th Precinct. He worked, in uniform, from 11:15 p.m. on August
20, 2010 until 7:50 a.m. on August 21, 2010. He was assigned to patrol sector H with
PO Hobson in a marked RMP.
Memo Book

At 7:18 a.m. he responded to a call for additional units to East 188th Street and Webster
Avenue. At 7:28 a.m. he arrived back at the precinct (encl. 15A – 15C).
CCRB Testimony
PO Gypsy Pichardo was interviewed at the CCRB on May 24, 2011 (encl. 15D – 15E).
On August 21, 2010, PO Pichardo responded to a call for additional units for a disorderly group.
Upon arriving to the scene, there was about 10 – 20 people on the street and sidewalk who were
mostly intoxicated. PO Pichardo could tell they were intoxicated because they smelled of
alcohol. The crowd refused to move and yelled at the officers who tried to get them to disperse.
§ 87(2)(b)
One heavyset Hispanic female, identified through investigation as
was
told to move and refused and cursed and yelled back at the male and female officers around her.
§ 87(2)(b)
PO Pichardo could not recall the identities of these officers.
pushed an officer, PO
Pichardo could not recall who, and then the officers attempted to arrest her. She resisted arrest by
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PO Lawrence Dunlay was interviewed at the CCRB on April 20, 2011 (encl. 12E – 12F).
On August 21, 2010 at approximately 7:30 a.m., PO Dunlay and PO Eromenok responded to an
85 at 188th and Webster. When they arrived there was a hostile crowd that was yelling and
screaming at the officers. PO Dunlay saw someone get arrested but he could not recall what the
person looked like or whether the person was a male or female. He did not assist in handcuffing
any civilians and did not see any officer use their asp. PO Dunlay was shown the video clip but it
did not refresh his memory regarding the incident.
Witness Officer: PO RONALD HOBSON
§
 He is a black male who was 87( years old at the time of the incident. He is 5’11” tall,
weighs 215 pounds and has black hair and brown eyes.
 He is assigned to the 46th Precinct. He worked, in uniform, from 11:15 p.m. on August
20, 2010 until 7:50 a.m. on August 21, 2010. He was assigned to patrol with PO Gypsy
Pichardo in a marked RMP.
Memo Book
PO Hobson had no memo book entries regarding the incident (encl. 13A – 13C).
CCRB Testimony
PO Ronald Hobson was interviewed at the CCRB on May 3, 2011 (encl. 13D – 13E). PO
Hobson and PO Pichardo responded to a call for additional units and when they arrived, PO
Hobson was instructed by Lieutenant Joyce Williams to arrest a male. He and PO Sabino Guzman
chased the male and eventually handcuffed him. There was a crowd of about 50 people at the
scene. Some of these people were just people walking to work and had stopped to see what was
going on while others were yelling and cursing at the police. PO Hobson did not see any civilians
jumping on officers. PO Hobson did not assist in any other arrests and did not see anyone else get
arrested. PO Hobson was shown the video clip but it did not refresh his memory regarding the
incident.



Witness Officer: PO AJISH JOY
§
He is an Asian male who was 87( years old at the time of the incident. He is 5’10” tall,
weighs 190 pounds and has black hair and brown eyes.
He is assigned to the 46th Precinct. He worked, in uniform, from 11:15 p.m. on August
20, 2010 until 7:50 a.m. on August 21, 2010. He was assigned to patrol sectors C and D
with PO Christopher Vega in a marked RMP.
Memo Book

At 7:15 a.m. he had a pick up of an assault at 188th Street and Webster Avenue. At 7:20
a.m. he had four arrests and two juvenile arrests. At 7:25 a.m. he transported two juveniles to the
precinct (encl. 16A – 16E).
CCRB Testimony
PO Ajish Joy was interviewed at the CCRB on May 26, 2011 (encl. 16F – 16G). On
August 21, 2010, PO Joy and PO Vega noticed a fight between two young boys at the corner
ofEast 188th Street and Webster Avenue. He and PO Vega exited the car and arrested them.
§ 87(2)(b)
Another individual,
attempted to grab one of the individuals and they struggled to
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SPRINT S04773
A male officer identifying himself as the 46th Precinct conditions sergeant indicated that
he had arrived at the scene and asked the dispatcher to find the lieutenant. The dispatcher raised
§ 87(2)(b)
the 46th Precinct lieutenant, who indicated that her location was
and that
they had 1 under at that location. She indicated that no further units were needed and that sector
C had another person under arrest at 188th and Webster Avenue. The dispatcher reiterated the
call for no further units (encl. 19A – 19B).
Other Evidence
Video of the Incident
§ 87(2)(b)

The video was provided to the CCRB by
s civil attorney (encl. 6A – 6G).
When the clip begins, there are approximately eight people on the corner of East 188th Street and
Webster Avenue. The people are virtually quiet and are standing around watching what is
occurring down the block, where at least four RMPs are parked in the middle of the street (Video
Screen Shot 1).
 0:02 – An unidentifiable female shouts something unintelligible.
 0:04 – An officer, identified through investigation as PO Angela Polancobrito, yells,
"Shut up? Did you tell me to shut up?" while walking towards the group of people on the
corner (Video Screen Shot 2).
§ 87(2)(b)
 0:06 –
who is wearing a pink shirt, comes into view. She is facing PO
Polancobrito and it becomes apparent that PO Polancobrito is directing her attention at
§ 87(2)(b)
her.
s hands are not raised. There are no other officers in the vicinity.
§ 87(2)(b)
 0:07 –
moves backwards a couple of steps, although you can not tell if it is
§ 87(2)(b)
because PO Polancobrito pushed her or because
moved back on her own. As
§ 87(2)(b)
moves back, PO Polancobrito reaches for her asp (Video Screen Shot 3). In
§ 87(2)(b)
one fluid motion, PO Polancobrito takes out her asp and strikes
once in the
§ 87(2)(b)
right arm, which
has raised to deflect the strike (Video Screen Shot 4). PO
§ 87(2)(b)
Polancobrito continues to go after
swinging her baton two or three more
§ 87(2)(b)
times. It sounds as if at least one of these swings connects with
who is
backing up against a wall in an attempt to get away from the attack.
 0:13 – Two officers, determined through investigation to be PO Gypsy Pichardo and PO
§ 87(2)(b)
Steven Eromenok, pull
away from PO Polancobrito, who is still going after
§ 87(2)(b)
(Video screen Shot 5). An unidentified black female in a white t-shirt has her
arm outstretched towards them, but does not touch them and does not appear to be saying
anything.
§ 87(2)(b)
 0:14 – After
is pulled away, PO Polancobrito attacks the unidentified black
female, raising her baton to strike her (Video Screen Shot 6). Although you can not see if
PO Polancobrito strikes the black female, you hear someone being struck with an asp off
§ 87(2)(b)
camera.
is surrounded by several officers and is against the building,
presumably being handcuffed. The rest of the video does not show what happens with
§ 87(2)(b)
or PO Polancobrito.
Summons for Incident and Disposition
 According to the Bronx Criminal Court, as of June 6, 2011, PO Polancobrito has not filed
§ 87(2)(b)
§ 87(2)(b)
summons #
Bronx Criminal Court also indicated that summons #
is
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Interview Details

noticed her doing so. The handcuffs were taken off of
and PO4 gave her the piece of paper and PO1 gave her two
summonses. As
was walking down the steps of the precinct towards the exit, PO1 came up to her and grabbed the piece
of paper from her hand. PO1 told her that she did not need her name and badge number and told her to leave the precinct.
objected, indicating that she knew her rights and that she was allowed to get her name and badge number. PO1 told her to
leave or that she could get right back into the cells.
who was in tears, was telling her that it was not right and was also
telling several officers near the exit who saw what was happening. These officers were males of mixed races in uniform. The
other officers told her that she better do what PO1 said or else PO1 would re-arrest her. PO4 did not hear this interaction.
then left the precinct.
After she was released from the precinct she went to
Hospital. Her right forearm was bruised and swollen from
being struck with the baton and she had scrapes and bruises to her back and her butt from being dragged. X-rays were conducted
and indicated that she had no broken bones.
also indicated that her immobilizer had been ripped when she was pushed
into the RMP, so her leg was not immobilized and she aggravated that injury.
never found out why the officers were at
the scene in the first place and did not know of anyone else being arrested. She did not know the names of any witnesses but
indicated that several people who knew her family ran to her mother’s house and told her what was going on. She also indicated
that one of these individuals recorded the incident on a cell phone, but she did not know that individual’s name.
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PO Angela Polancobrito was interviewed at the CCRB on March 22, 2011. She is assigned to the 46th Precinct. She worked, in
uniform, from 11:15 p.m. on August 20, 2010 until 7:50 a m. on August 21, 2010. She was assigned to patrol sectors I and J with
PO Colon in a marked RMP.
PO Polancobrito had memo book entries regarding the incident. However, she did not bring her memo book to the interview.
Although the undersigned investigator had a copy of her memo book that was provided by IAB, the copy is barely legible. PO
Polancobrito was given this copy to read from and she could only make out this portion of her entry:
who was
apparently intoxicated and received an earlier summons for an open container by another officer, she swung at her and PO
Polancobrito had to display the baton and used the minimal amount of force.
was refusing to move and did not comply
with officer’s orders.
swung at the officers on more than one occasion at the scene.
PO Polancobrito indicated that she would fax the undersigned investigator a better copy of her memo book.
When PO Polancobrito offered her initial statement, she indicated that an 85 was called by Lieutenant Williams and when she got
to the incident it was a mess and people were all over the place. PO Polancobrito had to display her baton, as did other officers.
She recalled one female jumping on other officers and that when she tried to take her away she jumped on her and tried to swing
at her. PO Polancobrito was ordered by Lieutenant Williams to put her in handcuffs because she was acting out of control. This
female had a very strong odor of alcohol on her breath and was acting like an EDP. PO Polancobrito said. “I put the cuffs on her
to take her to the stationhouse. Then when I took her to the stationhouse she was yelling at me.” PO Polancobrito indicated that
the female was telling her that that she better let her out of there and that her father was a sergeant on the job and if she did not let
her go her father would get her to lose her job. It was almost as if she was daring PO Polancobrito to give her a summons. PO
Polancobrito ignored her and wrote her a summons. She gave her the summons and took her out of the cells but she refused to
leave and said that everyone was going to listen to her and they would all lose their jobs. The female then went outside and sat
down on the steps of the stationhouse and was blocking the door. Lieutenant Williams ordered PO Polancrobrito to once again
place her in handcuffs and put her in the cells, let her cool off, and then issue her another summons. PO Polancobrito then let her
go.
After PO Polancobrito provided her statement, she was asked several questions by Investigator Buchanan and Investigator
Lizarazo. PO Polancobrito provided the following information in response to these questions. She indicated that she did not
know why the 85 was called. There were a lot of civilians at the scene and they very irritated and were all acting out of control as
if they were drunk. A lot of officers responded to the scene but PO Polancrobrito could not approximate how many were there.
She did not recall seeing any officers in plainclothes or from another command.
When asked if the female who was jumping on the officers was
PO Polancobrito responded that she did not recall and
that she just recalled that it was a female. She did not recall what the female looked like. When she first arrived at the scene, the
civilians were acting out of control and were jumping at the officers, swinging at the officers, pushing them and refusing to step
back. PO Polancobrito had no choice but to take out her baton and used it to push them back to prevent herself from getting hurt.
She grabbed her baton on either end with both hands and was using it to push people back. PO Polancobrito did not strike them
with her baton.
In regards to the female, PO Polancobrito indicated that when she got to the scene, the female was refusing to leave. An officer
had told her to step away but the female did not comply. PO Polancobrito then told her to move but she still refused. The officer
who had originally told her to move had his back to her and then the female jumped on his back and was hanging onto him by his
shoulders. PO Polancobrito could not recall the identity of this officer. PO Polancobrito saw this and to prevent the officer from
getting hurt she grabbed the female and put her to the wall. The female was flailing her arms, swinging at PO Polancobrito and
pushing her. PO Polancobrito indicated that she had her baton displayed before but did not recall using against this female. PO
Polancobrito smelled alcohol on her and she was acting uncontrollable and elbowing her. Another officer, whose identity PO
Polancobrito could not recall, came over and helped her to handcuff her. PO Polancobrito did not recall if she transported this
female to the precinct. PO Polancrobrito also indicated that after the female had jumped on the other officers back Lieutenant
Williams had ordered her to arrest her. PO Polancrobrito did not recall handcuffing or interacting with any other civilian. She
did not recall hitting any civilian with her baton.
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a female. She was on the floor laid out on her stomach and two officers had to pick her up and place her in the RMP. The
officers picked her up one on either side of her and grabbed her legs. They did not drag her on the floor. Lieutenant Williams did
not recall if this female ever complained about a knee injury or having a leg brace on.
Lieutenant Williams then went to the precinct. While at the precinct she was in the area of the desk when PO Polancobrito was
bringing out the heavyset Hispanic female,
Lieutenant Williams that
was being released with a summons
and that in the 46th Precinct when perps are being released they are walked from the cells to the front desk where they are given
their summons. During this time they are not handcuffed but they must keep their hands behind their back. While
was
being brought to the desk by PO Polancobrito she would not listen to the officer and they were yelling back and forth at each
other. Lieutenant Williams was not sure what they were arguing about and just thought that
was angry at PO
Polancobrito. When
got to the desk, Lieutenant Williams told her that she was getting released with a summons and
that she needed to keep her hands behind her back and be quiet.
replied no and called PO Polancobrito a bitch and was
cursing at her and getting very close to the officer’s face. Lieutenant Williams did not recall
flailing her arms but
remembered that they were not behind her back. PO Polancobrito was telling
to shut up and that she was getting
released. Lieutenant Williams told PO Polancobrito that she could not release her the way she was and to put her back in the cell.
was not out for long and that part of the incident took as long as it took her to be walked from the cell to the desk.
Lieutenant Williams could not recall if
ever spoke to the desk sergeant or if any officer gave
a piece of paper.
To Lieutenant Williams’s knowledge,
never claimed that her father was a MOS. She did not know if PO Polancobrito
had called her father to confirm that and thought that if either were the case PO Polancobrito would have said something to her.
She did not recall hearing
ask PO Polancobrito for her name and badge number. She did not hear PO Polancobrito tell
that since she wanted to make a complaint she could get her ass back into the cage.
never went outside prior
to being placed back into the cells. She was never sitting on the steps causing a scene or yelling or cursing.
Lieutenant Williams was shown the cell phone video clip. She confirmed that the location of the video clip was
. She recognized the female officer using the asp as PO
, around the block from
Polancobrito because she has worked with her for so many years and recognized her voice as well. She did not recall if the
female in the pink shirt was
Lieutenant Williams indicated that she did not recall seeing this happen during the
incident. She identified one of the male officers going to assist PO Polancobrito as PO Eromenok of the 46th Precinct. She
thought the other male officer going to assist was PO Eromenok’s partner. She could not identify any other officers. She did not
recall if the black female civilian in the white shirt was arrested. She identified herself as the black female officer in the white
shirt running over to the area after the scuffle starts. Lieutenant Williams believed that the officers handcuffed a couple of people
around the corner out of view of the clip.
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PO Steven Eromenok was interviewed at the CCRB on April 20, 2011. He is assigned to the 46th Precinct. He worked, in
uniform, from 11:15 p.m. on August 20, 2010 until 7:50 a m. on August 21, 2010. He was assigned to patrol sectors K and P with
PO Dunlay in a marked RMP.
PO Eromenok had no memo book entries regarding the incident.
On August 21, 2010 at approximately 7:30 a.m., PO Eromenok and PO Dunlay responded to an 85. When they arrived at the
scene there was already a lot of officers there. There were patches of groups of people around and the crowd was wild, interfering
with the arrests and refusing to move away from the scene. PO Eromenok saw several people who were already in handcuffs and
being led to police vehicles. PO Eromenok could not really remember what happened during the incident and indicated that it
was a typical 85. He did not recall if PO Polancobrito was there. He did not recall assisting in handcuffing anyone. He did not
see any officer using their asp or with it out. After the incident he went back to the precinct and immediately signed out. He did
not interact with any of the arrested individuals.
PO Eromenok was shown the video but it did not refresh his memory regarding the incident. He could not tell who the officer
was with the asp and indicated that it was too blurry. He could not recognize if he was one of the officers walking to assist the
officer with the asp.
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PO Lawrence Dunlay was interviewed at the CCRB on April 20, 2011. He is assigned to the 46th Precinct. He worked, in
uniform, from 11:15 p.m. on August 20, 2010 until 7:50 a m. on August 21, 2010. He was assigned to sectors K and P with PO
Eromenok in a marked RMP.
PO Dunlay’s memo book entries regarding the incident are as follows: At 7:20 a m. he responded to a call for additional units at
.
. When
On August 21, 2010 at approximately 7:30 a.m., PO Dunlay and PO Eromenok responded to an 85 at
they arrived there was a crowd of people who were hostile and were yelling and screaming at the officers. PO Dunlay saw
someone get arrested but he could not recall what the person looked like or whether the person was a male or female. He was
shown a mug shot photo of
but he did not recognize her. He did not assist in handcuffing any civilians and did not see
any officer use their asp or have an asp out. He was unsure if PO Polancobrito was at the scene. PO Dunlay was shown the video
clip but it did not refresh his memory regarding the incident. He could not tell who the officer with the asp was and indicated that
incidents were occurring on the other side of the street so the officers’ attentions were split.
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PO Mark Lopez was interviewed at the CCRB on May 10, 2011. He is assigned to the 46th Precinct. On August 21, 2010, he
worked, in uniform, from 8:05 a.m. until 4:40 p m. He was assigned to stationhouse security.
PO Lopez had no memo book entries regarding the incident.
PO Lopez did not recall the incident. He was explained the situation and still could not recall. He was shown the old arrest
photograph of
but he indicated that she did not look familiar.
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PO Sabino Guzman was interviewed at the CCRB on June 2, 2011. He is assigned to the 46th Precinct. He worked, in uniform,
from 11:15 p.m. on August 20, 2011 until 7:50 a.m. on August 21, 2010. He was assigned to patrol sectors M and N with PO
Cruz in an marked RMP.
PO Guzman had no memo book entries regarding the incident.
PO Guzman did not recall the incident. He was explained the circumstances of the incident and still could not recall. He believed
that he did not respond to the incident.
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